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CellTrust Launches CellTrust SecureLine for Good
Enhancing BYOD Strategies through SMS & Voice Archiving
CellTrust SecureLine Integrated with the Good Dynamics Secure Mobility Platform
Delivers an Android or iOS alternative for Enterprise Mobility Management
SCOTTSDALE, AZ – September 8, 2014 –CellTrust Corporation, a global leader in traceable and secure
mobile communication, announced today the availability of CellTrust SecureLine™ for Good, delivering
end-to-end traceability and security required for mobile collaboration and communication within the
financial services sector and other highly regulated industries.
CellTrust SecureLine™ for Good leverages the Good Dynamics SDK, and combines a powerful SMS,
messaging and voice application with the industry’s most widely deployed secure mobility platform and
container solution.
Businesses continue to migrate from legacy mobile devices in order to support a broader mix of
operating system platforms, like Android and iOS, and to take advantage of Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM) solutions.
“CIO’s of financial organizations are looking to expand to a mixed corporate liable and BYOD mobile
strategy,” said Sean Moshir, CEO and Chairman of CellTrust. “Our strategic partnership with Good
Technology and the CellTrust SecureLine for Good solution, makes this feasible.”
Financial Service Enterprises, in particular, require archiving and eDiscovery for mobile communication.
CIO’s of financial organizations are moving away from the limitations BlackBerry presents and prefer not
to be dependent on one mobile operating system platform. Moving from a purely corporate liable
mobile strategy to a mixed mobile strategy represents significant potential cost savings and requires
secure, flexible solutions to protect and archive corporate email, data, SMS messages and voice
communication on mobile devices.
“CellTrust SecureLine for Good provides a viable and secure SMS archiving solution,” said Matt Sturges,
vice president of Good Dynamics ecosystem at Good Technology. “Our strategic partnership with
CellTrust solves a real problem around secure mobile communication and eDiscovery, delivering a
secure and seamless migration path to iOS or Android.”

CellTrust SecureLine™ for Good is available on Android now and as a pilot version on iOS,
About CellTrust Corporation
CellTrust is a leading provider of traceability and security for mobile communication for highly regulated
industries and mobile aggregation across 200+ countries and over 800 carriers and mobile operators.
CellTrust SecureLine™ offers archiving and protection for mobile communication content supporting
enterprise mobile collaboration, eDiscovery and major global regulatory compliance for financial
services, government and healthcare. Learn more at www.celltrust.com.

GOOD, GOOD TECHNOLOGY, AND GOOD DYNAMICS are trademarks of Good Technology Corporation
and its related entities. All rights reserved.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.; iOS is a registered trademark of Cisco; Android™ is a
trademark of Google Inc.; trademarks featured or referred to herein are the property of their respective
trademark holders. Such use of trademarks is intended for reference or identification purposes only and
does not indicate affiliation, sponsorship or endorsement of CellTrust® or any CellTrust® product or
service.
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